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Gas-phase action spectroscopy shows unambiguously that the
low-energy absorptions by tetramethylthiotetrathiafulvalene and
tetrathianaphthalene cations in solution phase are due to
monomers and not p-dimers.

Tetrathiafulvalene (TTF, Chart 1) is a redox-active molecule
that has been explored considerably in supramolecular
chemistry, molecular electronics, and materials science.1 The
ability of TTF and alkylthio-substituted TTF radical cations
to form p-dimers (TTF2

2+) has been a subject of some
controversy. TTF!+ exhibits an absorption maximum at a
longest-wavelength absorption of 580 nm in CH3CN,2 which
has been assigned to an intrinsic absorption by the cation.
However, in EtOH at 225 K, absorption at 714 nm is
observed, and it was interpreted as due to the formation of
p-dimers.3 This assignment was supported by Khodorkovsky
and co-workers4 from ESR studies and calculations. Recently,
Sallé and co-workers5 demonstrated that dimerisation can be
enforced between two closely situated TTFs in a calixarene
assembly, and along the same line Stoddart and co-workers6

observed dimerisation in TTF-containing rotaxanes and
catenanes. For the radical cation of tetramethylthio-TTF
(TMT-TTF, Chart 1) and related derivatives, absorption
around 840 nm was in several studies7 ascribed to a p-dimer.
Studies on a bis-TTF macrocycle showed a concentration
dependent absorption (in comparison to a higher energy
absorption), which was taken as evidence of the

intermolecular character of the transition.7c Nevertheless,
ESR and calculational studies pointed in the opposite
direction, namely that TMT-TTF!+ cations do not
dimerise.4 Thus, while p-dimerisation is an intriguing design
element for supramolecular chemistry, the substituents seem
to play a major role for its occurrence.
Here we shed further light on the intrinsic absorptions by

TTF cations from gas-phase experiments; these provide both
the isolated molecule characteristics and, by comparison with
solution phase absorptions, reveal any possible solvent influence.
In addition to TTF!+ and TMT-TTF!+, we have studied the
properties of tetrathianaphthalene (TTN, Chart 1), an isomer
of TTF. Spectra were compared to calculated excitation
energies. A third isomer of TTF was investigated
theoretically, a fused dithiafulvene (FDTF, Chart 1).
First, absorption bands in solution for the radical cations

under study are listed in Table 1; values for TTF!+ and TMT-
TTF!+ were taken from the literature.2,3,7c,8 It was previously

Chart 1 Sulfur-heterocycles.

Table 1 Absorption maxima of TTF radical cations and isomers
(in nm). For TMT-TTF!+ the first theory data row corresponds to
maxima for the lowest energy conformer and the next row to another
conformer. LDA and CASSCF methods give similar results (see ESIw)

Compound Solutiona

Gas phase

Experiment Theory

TTF!+ 430,b 580,b 714c 395, B590 368, 539
TMT-TTF!+ 470,d 843d 425, 540, 790 386, 424, 873

454,e 480 (sh),e

560 (sh),e 850e
376, 519, 734

TTN!+ 900f 450, 815 511, 836
FDTF!+ — — 390, 773

a Only wavelengths4400 nm are listed. b InMeCN; ref. 2. c In EtOH at
low temperature; ref. 3. d In CH2Cl2; ref. 7c.

e In MeCN; sh= shoulder;
ref. 8. f In MeCN; this work.
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shown that TTN undergoes one reversible oxidation and a
subsequent irreversible oxidation,9 but to our knowledge the
absorption properties of the radical cation were never mea-
sured. For this reason we performed spectroelectrochemical
studies on TTN. The cyclic voltammogram (CV) is shown in
the inset of Fig. 1. A reversible oxidation was found at
E0(TTN

+/TTN) = 0.36 V (half-wave potential) vs. Fc+/Fc
and an irreversible oxidation at Ep(TTN

2+/TTN+) = 1.01 V
vs. Fc+/Fc. Spectroelectrochemistry revealed a lmax of TTN

!+

at ca. 900 nm (Fig. 1). We note that bulk electrolysis was not
completely reversible as upon returning to the neutral species
some other absorption features emerge, in addition to the
expected disappearance of the radical cation absorption band.

Our next objective was to measure the intrinsic absorptions
by TTF!+, TMT-TTF!+, and TTN!+ in vacuo. Action
spectroscopy was done at the electrostatic ion storage ring in
Aarhus, ELISA.10 Briefly, ions were formed by electrospray
ionisation, accumulated in a 22-pole ion trap, accelerated as a
bunch to 22 keV kinetic energies, mass-to-charge selected by
a bending magnet and injected into the ring. In the absence of
a stabilising solvent, the presence of dimer dications with the
same m/z as the monomer cations in the ion beam is expected
to be insignificant due to the Coulomb repulsion between
two like charges. This was verified by a mass spectrum of
TMT-TTF measured at another instrument providing higher
mass resolution: the isotope pattern is completely accounted
for by monomers (Fig. 2, see ESIw). After storage of the ions
for 35 ms in the ring to allow for the decay of metastable ions,
the ions were photoexcited using a pulsed tunable EKSPLA

laser (Nd:YAG in combination with an OPO). The number of
neutrals formed on one side of the ring was measured as a func-
tion of time. Dissociation was a result of one-photon absorption
for TTF!+ and TTN!+ and also for TMT-TTF!+ at low wave-
lengths (o500 nm). At higher wavelengths the dissociation of
TMT-TTF!+was due to two-photon absorption. Cross-sections
(relative, not absolute, numbers) are obtained as the number
of neutrals formed after photoexcitation divided by the ion
beam intensity and the number of photons in the laser pulse
(raised either to the power of one or two).
The resulting action spectra are shown in Fig. 3, and the

band maxima are given in Table 1. In addition, we have
calculated the absorption maxima for the compounds including
also FDTP!+ by time-dependent density functional theory
using B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p).11 Other local and semi-local11

functionals are able to describe properly the more intense
bands but fail in first excitations of TMT-TTF!+ (see ESIw).
Values are provided in Table 1 and presented in Fig. 3 by
vertical lines (see also ESIw). Structures were optimised at the
B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level, and a planar symmetry was
found for both TTF!+ and FDTF!+ while TTN!+ adopts a
folded geometry, i.e., ionisation changes the conformation of
the molecule. Good agreement between experimental and
calculated absorption maxima was obtained, and from the
calculations the lowest-energy absorptions for TTF!+ (B),
FDTF!+, and TTN!+ (A) are assigned to p–p* transitions
from the SOMO " 1 to the SOMO, cf. Fig. 4. The low-energy
absorption at ca. 714 nm by TTF!+ in solution at low
temperature (vide supra) is absent in the gas phase spectrum,
which supports the interpretation of this band as a p-dimer
absorption. In contrast, a low-energy absorption at 836 nm
(A) of TTN!+ in the gas phase indicates that the strong
absorption in solution around 900 nm is an intrinsic absorp-
tion and not originating from p-dimers. This lowest-energy

Fig. 1 Absorption spectra of TTN (red solid line) and TTN!+ (blue

dashed line). Spectroelectrochemistry was done under a constant potential

of 0.507 V vs. Fc+/Fc. Upon returning to the neutral species ("0.113 V

vs. Fc+/Fc), some other absorption features emerge (green dotted line).

The inset shows the CV of TTN in 0.1 M TBAPF6 in CH3CN.

Fig. 2 Electrospray mass spectrum of TMT-TTF. The theoretical

isotope pattern of TMT-TTF!+ is indicated by the blue circles.

Fig. 3 Gas-phase action spectra and calculated values (vertical lines).

The intensities are normalised to the maximum peak. For TMT-

TTF!+ the results appear in blue for the lowest energy conformation

and in green for the second one (see text).
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absorption of TTN!+ is significantly redshifted relatively
to that of TTF!+ (by 225 nm in vacuo). As expected a
solvatochromic redshift is found for the p–p* transitions in
both TTF!+ and TTN!+. The lowest-energy absorption of the
FDTF!+ isomer is calculated to be in between that of TTF!+

and TTN!+; no experimental data exist for this ion. The
strong band at 395 nm for TTF!+ (A) corresponds mainly
to a SOMO to SOMO + 2 transition which is of p–p* nature.
The band at 450 nm for TTN!+ (B) is ascribed to a SOMO to
SOMO + 1 transition (also p–p* transition).

The gas-phase action spectrum of TMT-TTF!+ displays three
bands labeled A (425 nm), B (540 nm) and C (790 nm),
respectively (Fig. 3). In the calculations, we took into account
two stable symmetrical structures (due to a low energy barrier
for rotation of the methyl groups). The energy di!erence
between the two is around 54 meV, and the TTF core structure
remains almost invariant. In the lowest-energy conformer of Ci

symmetry, the two diagonally positioned methyl groups are in
the same plane as the TTF unit while the other two are
perpendicular to the plane and in the opposite direction. In the
other one of D2 symmetry, the methyl groups are slightly
inclined, opposite to each other, and perpendicular to the TTF
plane. Based on the calculations we assign the three bands to a
p–p* transition (A, Ci)/n–p* transition (A,D2), a p–p* transition
(B, more intense for D2 than for Ci), and a charge-transfer
transition from the external sulfur-methylthio to the central C–C
bridge (C, both conformers). Importantly, the presence of the
low-energy band at 790 nm (C) is clear evidence that in solution
the origin of this band is from an intramolecular transition and
not the result of p-dimers, hence supporting the conclusion of
Khodorkovsky et al.4 We caution that the signal giving rise to
the C band is the result of two consecutive absorption processes,
and that it therefore can be di"cult to compare the intensity to
those of the A and B bands both of which are due to one-photon
absorption. Also the laser beam exit changes at 710 nm, which
may cause slightly di!erent overlaps between the laser light and
the ion bunch below and above 710 nm.

In conclusion this study provides the first intrinsic optical
properties of TTF!+, TMT-TTF!+, and TTN!+, and the

solution-phase spectrum of TTN!+. Based on these results
we have firmly established that the low-energy absorption by
TMT-TTF and TTN radical cations in solution can be assigned
to the monomer. On the other hand, the absence of a low-energy
absorption around 714 nm in the gas-phase spectrum of
TTF!+ is in agreement with the assignment of this absorption
to p-dimers in solution, but it cannot be taken as evidence
hereof.
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